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The cover of the 2015 APN Annual Report highlights the 50th anniversary of the nurse practitioner role. Over the last several decades, Children’s Hospital and Health System has realized the contributions and impact of this advanced practice position in their expansion in all settings: inpatient, ambulatory, primary care and the community.

Today, our patients have complex health care needs. Both the nurse practitioner and the clinical nurse specialist have demonstrated their influence on patient and family outcomes, as well as staff development. This report is a compilation of the achievements of 193 Advanced Practice Nurses. Their work at the national, state and local levels is duly noted in the 39 publications, 206 presentations and countless hours of education, research, evidence-based practice/quality projects and community service.

For more information, contact,

Karen S. Gralton, MS, RN, PCNS-BC
Director, Advanced Practice Nursing
Kgralton@chw.org
414-266-2133
2015 APN Award Recipients

Advanced Practice Nursing Excellence Award, 2015
Allison D. Duey-Holtz, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Orthopedics

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Nurse of the Year, 2015
Michelle L. Czarnecki, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Jane B. Petit Pain and Headache Program
Julie Lathrop Nursing Research Award
Self-Management Guided Discharge Teaching for Parents of Hospitalized Children: A Pilot Study

Marianne Weiss, DNSc, RN (Marquette) and Kathleen Sawin, PhD, RN, CPNP-BC, FAAN (UWM & CHW), co-principal investigators, with key contributions by co-investigators: Carol Klingbeil MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP; Stacee Lerret, PhD, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP; Shelly Malin, PhD, RN; Rachel Schiffman, PhD, RN, FAAN; Karen Gralton, MS, PCNS-BC and Norah Johnson, PhD, CPNP-PC, APNP, with acknowledgement of study nurses; Michelle Donlin, BSN, RN; Maggie Fredericks, BSN, RN; Elisa Gricunas, MSN, RN; Katie Junemann, BSN, RN; Amanda Mercado, BSN, RN; Michelle Miklosh, BSN, RN; Megan Mings, BSN, RN; Jodi Neuwirth, ADN, RN; Holly Orlowski, BSN, RN; Jamie Thompson, BSN, RN

Evidence Based Practice Award
Reducing Family Anxiety When Transferring from the ICU: An Evidence Based Practice Project

Allison McCabe, MSN, PCNS-BC; Deb Gogin, MSN, RN, CCRN; Julia Fishler, MSN, CPNP- PC, APNP and Eileen Sherburne, MSN, ACNS-BC, FNP-BC, CRRN, CNRN, WCC
Tia C. Medley, MS, FNP-BC, LARC, CTC, APNP
Transferred to Children’s Medical Group November 2015

Degrees: BS, MS, Loyola University; DNP in progress at UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC; LARC; Certified Trauma Counselor
Professional organizational membership: NASPAG; MMNP; STTI; SAHM
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline
Community involvement: Human Trafficking Task Force of Greater Milwaukee

Meara E. Peterson, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP
Departed MCW/CHW May 2015

Education: BS, University of Mary; MSN, Marquette University; DNP, University of Minnesota
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; BLS
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP - secretary/treasurer, adolescent SIG; MMNP; STTI

Margaret E. Thew, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP
See Preoperative Evaluation - transferred to the Adolescent Medicine October 2015

Asthma, Allergy, & Immunology

Lynn N. Abad Santos, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
Local presentations:
Cheryl L. Armus, MS, FNP-BC, CPHON, APNP
Transferred from MACC Fund Center March 2015

Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC; CPHON
Licenses: RN; APNP
Professional organizational membership: AANP
CHW/CSG/ MCW council and committee membership: APN Council
Community involvement: ALA - asthma camp volunteer

Jeanne E. Conner, MS, CPNP-PC, AE-C, APNP
New Berlin

Degrees: BA, Luther College; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; AE-C
Professional organizational membership: ACAAI; NAPNAP; MMNP
Community involvement: Urban Promise, nursing mentorship program; clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students; ALA - asthma camp volunteer, food allergy education
Local presentations:
Connor, J. (2015, several). Personalizing asthma control in clinical practice. CMG offices, Milwaukee, WI

Lisa A. Crandall, MSN, CPNP-PC, AE-C, APNP
Milwaukee & Fox Point

Degrees: BSN, UW- Madison; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: CPNP; AE-C
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI
CHW/CSG/ MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline

Mary K. Hintermeyer, MSN, PPNCP-BC, APNP
Immunology

Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: PPCNP-BC; Triple P parenting certification
Professional organizational membership: CIS; Immune Deficiency Foundation – nurse advisory committee
CHW/CSG/ MCW council and committee membership: APN Mentoring Committee
Community involvement: Newborn screening committee for immune deficiency – Wisconsin Department of Health and Human Services


Local presentations:

Mary B. Ho, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; WI Asthma Coalition
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: MCW, Allied Health Credentialing

Sara A. Lowe, MSN, CPNP-PC, AE-C, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; AE-C
Professional organizational membership: AAAI; ACAAI; NAPNAP; WAPNAP.
Community involvement: FAM Allies - Steering Committee Chair, Board of Directors and Quality Improvement Council co-chair
CHW/CSG/ MCW council and committee membership: CSG, Practice Improvement Committee; CSG, Pay for Performance Sub-Committee
Local presentations:
Lowe, S. (2015, November). *Teach asthma management.* FAM Allies, Alverno College, Milwaukee, WI.
L. Carol Roberson, MS, FNP-BC, APNP
Infusion Clinic

Degrees: BSN, Cornell University; NP certificate, Seton Hall University; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI
Community involvement: Philippine Center Free Medical Clinic Health Fair, Milwaukee, WI

---

Deborah A. Bretl, MSN, PPCNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: PPCNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: ANA; NAPNAP; WAPNAP – past president
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN advisory and credentialing committee – co-chair
Community involvement: St. John Vianney Medical Mission Group Sub-Committee; Clinical preceptor for Marquette University graduate nursing students

Sara M. Haberlein, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: STTI

Rita R. Kadamian, DNP, FNP-BC, APNP
Kenosha / Racine County Child Advocacy Center

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MSN, UW-Milwaukee; DNP, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC; PALS
Professional organizational membership: APSAC
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** APN discipline
**Community involvement:** Kenosha County Board of Health; Organizational Committee for the Coordinated Response of Child Abuse and Neglect; Racine County Child Death Review Team; Racine County Multidisciplinary Team; Sexual Assault Team & Drug Endangered Children Committee; Wisconsin Child Abuse Network Leadership Committee

**Local presentations:**
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, February).** *Child abuse for foster parents.* Foster Parent Association, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, May).** *Sexual assault nurse examiner pediatric training.* WICAN Sexual Assault peer review, Sheboygan, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, May).** *Recognition and reporting of abuse for hospital social workers.* United Hospital System, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, August).** *Medical examination, child advocacy center.* Law enforcement officers, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, September).** *Child advocacy center role in out of home placements.* Journey Home Tour, community & church leaders, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, October).** *To report or not report: The healthcare provider’s ethical dilemma.* United Hospital Ethics training week, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, October).** *Child Advocacy Centers: The role of the advocate.* Women and Children’s Horizons, Kenosha, WI
- **Kadamian, R. (2015, November).** *Sexual assault nurse examiner pediatric training.* WICAN Sexual Assault peer review, Weston, WI

**Mike G. Scahill, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP**

**Degrees:** Diploma, Cook County School of Nursing; BSN, DePaul University; PNP certificate, State University of New York; MSN, Marquette University

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** CPNP-PC

**Professional organizational membership:** AAP-section on adoption & foster care

**Community Involvement:** Clinical preceptor for Marquette University graduate nursing students

**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** APN Advisory and Credentialing Committee; APN Annual Retreat Planning Committee

**Judy A. Walczak, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP**

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Eau Claire; MS, UW-Madison

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** CPNP-PC
Jennifer A. Yates, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP  
Fox Valley & Green Bay (Willow Tree Cornerstone) Child Advocacy Center

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, California State University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** FNP-BC; PHN  
**Professional organizational membership:** APSAC; WPSAC – board president  
**Community involvement:** Brown County Child Maltreatment Advisory Council; Human Trafficking Task Force – State of Wisconsin; Multi-disciplinary Case Review for the Coordinated Response of Child Abuse and Neglect (Brown, Outagamie and Winnebago Counties); Sexual Assault Response Team & Child Death Review Team (Outagamie and Winnebago Counties); Wisconsin Child Abuse Network Leadership Committee; Clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students  
**Local presentations:**  
Yates, J. (2015, April). *Prenatal substance abuse and improving outcomes.* CHW Fox Valley medical providers, social workers and support staff, Neenah, WI  
Yates, J. (2015, May). *Child maltreatment, the medical evaluation and the multi-disciplinary team.* Department of Justice training pediatric medical/forensic training: Sexual assault nurse examiners (SANE), Sheboygan, WI  
Yates, J. (2015, September). *Child physical abuse and the multidisciplinary team x 2.* Health care professionals, Oshkosh, WI  

**CHILD DEVELOPMENT**

Inshirah Farhoud, MSN, CPNP-PC, PMHS, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, Alverno College; MSN, Marquette University; Post Masters/Psychiatry, UW-Madison; Biomedical Ethics certificate, Medical College of Wisconsin  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC; PMHS; Triple P parenting certification  
**Professional organizational membership:** AAP - section on foster care; Islamic Medical Association of North America; NAPNAP
Jane J. Mc Sweeney, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees:  BSN, Ohio State University; MSN, Florida State University
Licenses:  RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications:  CPNP-PC
Community involvement:  ADA Camp Lakota - volunteer
Professional organizational membership:  STTI

Julie A. Averbeck, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP
Forest View Pediatrics - transferred to Educational Services December, 2015

Degrees:  BSN, UW- Eau Claire; MS, Arizona State University
Licenses:  RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications:  CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership:  NAPNAP

Julie E. Bolha, MSN, PPCNP-BC, APNP
Oklahoma Pediatrics

Degrees:  BA, Wisconsin Lutheran; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses:  RN, APNP, DEA
Certifications:  PPCNP-PC
Professional organizational membership:  NAPNAP

Lynelle J. Fischer, MS, FNP-BC, APNP
Oak Creek Pediatrics

Degrees:  BSN, UW-Madison; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses:  RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications:  FNP-BC

Wendy L. Grohman, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Bluemound Pediatrics

Degrees:  BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses:  RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications:  CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership:  NAPNAP
Laura S. Hughes, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Westbrook Pediatrics  
Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Jennifer B. Jablonowski, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Westbrook Pediatrics  
Degrees: BS/Biomedical Science, MSN, Marquette University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP

Trisha L. Kohn, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Franklin Pediatrics  
Degrees: BSN, UW-Eau Claire; MSN, Marquette University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC; Certified Triple P parenting certification, level 3  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP

Amanda M. Kotowski, DNP, CPNP-PC, AGPCNP-BC, APNP  
See Urgent Care - also practices at Kenosha Pediatrics and Mount Pleasant Pediatrics

Kathryn M. Krueger, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP  
See Palliative Care - transferred to North Shore Pediatrics in September 2015

Kathleen T. McWey, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Southwest Pediatrics  
Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, University of Illinois-Chicago  
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CLC; DEA; CPR  
Licenses: RN; APNP  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; WAPNAP

Tia C. Medley, MS, FNP-BC, LARC, CTC, APNP  
Community Clinic North.  
See Adolescent Medicine - transferred to CMG in November 2015
Joan C. Mezera, MA, CPNP-PC, CLC, APNP  
Westbrook Pediatrics  
Degrees: BSN, Winona State University; MSN, St. Catherine’s University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CLC  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP  
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN council; Medical home committee  
Community involvement: Marquette University, clinical preceptor & adjunct faculty

Sara J. Siedenburg, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Community Health School Based Clinics  
Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Madison  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI

Jodi O. Spahr, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Southwest Pediatrics  
Degrees: BSN, MS, University of Illinois-Chicago  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Glory M. Tutaj, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Community Health School Based Clinics; Next Door Foundation  
Degrees: BS in Chemical Engineering, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Melissa M. Vukovich, MS, FNP-BC, APNP  
Southwest Pediatrics - Teen Health Clinic  
Degrees acquired: BSN, Cardinal Stritch University; MS, UW-Milwaukee  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: FNP-BC  
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Southwest Pediatrics Parent Advisory Committee; Southwest Pediatrics New Berlin / Muskego schools health Coalition  
Community involvement: Southwest Pediatrics Autism Fair; CWH, Al’s Run Health Fair
Cheryl A. Wendt, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Next Door Foundation/Head Start Program

 Degrees: BS, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University  
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
 Certifications: CPNP-PC  
 Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI

Tracy L. Blair, MSN, RN

 Degrees: BSN, Carroll University/Columbia College of Nursing; MSN, Marquette University  
 Licenses: RN  
 Professional organizational membership: ASPAN; AORN  
 Community involvement: City of Muskego Task Force for Drug/Heroin Addiction; Columbia College of Nursing Alumni Association – president  
 Local presentations: Blair, T. (2015) This is MY Children’s career days x 6. Undergraduate nursing students, CHW, Milwaukee, WI

Martha A. Kliebenstein, MS, RN

 Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Milwaukee  
 Licenses: RN  
 Professional organizational membership: SPN; STTI; ANPD  
 CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CHW APN Council  
 Community involvement: CSSW Respite Day Events, nursing supervisor; Advisory Board for Bryant and Stratton, School of Nursing

Melissa R. Bennetts, DNP, CPNP-AC, OCN, APNP

 Degrees: BSN/Biology, St. Norbert’s College; BSN, University of Tennessee; MSN, DNP, University of South Alabama  
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
 Certifications: CPNP-AC; OCN  
 Professional organizational membership: APHON; NAPNAP; WAPHON  
 CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships: PUP Team- co-lead; HAC Council; APN Council  
 Community involvement: Blood center volunteer  
 Projects: QI - STOP: Skin assessment in transition of care from the OR to the PICU

Susan E. Connolly, MSN, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University; Post-Master’s certificate AC/PC, Rush University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC  
Professional organizational membership: AACCN; NAPNAP; SCCM; STTI.  
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Pediatric Critical Care Nutrition Committee  
Projects: Created orientation objectives, curriculum for the inaugural pediatric critical care nurse practitioner fellowship program; Primary preceptor for the inaugural pediatric critical care nurse practitioner fellowship program  

Karen N. Dorsch, MSN, CPNP-AC, CPNP

Joined Critical Care October 2015

Degrees: BA/Marketing Communications, Columbia College-Chicago; MSN, Marquette University.  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-AC  
Awards: Daisy Nursing Excellence Award –staff nurse, CHW Operating Room  
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI

Jaime L. Fox, DNP, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/Cell Physiology, UW-Whitewater; MSN, DNP, Marquette University  
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA  
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC; PALS  
Professional organizational membership: AAP; NAPNAP; SCCM; STTI  
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Chronically Critically Ill Committee; Healthcare Literacy Group; REACH; Al’s Run Critical Care Seminar Committee  
Community involvement: Marquette University, College of Nursing graduate program, adjunct faculty; Pediatric educational resource for Town of Delafield Fire Department  
Projects: Pediatric Measurement Center of Excellence (PMCoE) PICU outcome measurement development: AHRQ, member of research leadership team March 2013- current; Development and validation of a nutrition screening tool for critically ill children, MCW Department of Pediatrics, Co-PI July 2015-current; Continuous vs.
bolus nasogastric feeding in mechanically ventilated pediatric patients phase 2: Multi-institutional study, Akron Children’s Hospital, December 2015 - current


**Local presentations:** Fox, J. (2015, December). *Nursing roles and professional issues* (panel). Columbia College of Nursing, Milwaukee, WI

---

**Hillary M. Giorgi, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP**

**Degrees:** BSN, MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC  
**Professional organizational membership:** NAPNAP; SCCM  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** APN Council; Al’s Run Critical Care Seminar Committee

---

**Jill C. Kuester, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP**

**Degrees:** BSN, Northern Illinois University; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Professional organizational membership:** NAPNAP; SCCM  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** PIQuIC  

---

**Laura B. Lerner, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP**

Joined Critical Care October 2015  

**Degrees:** BSN, Indiana University; MSN, Vanderbilt University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC; CCRN  
**Professional organizational membership:** AACCN; NAPNAP
Kristin K. Magner, MSN, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Eau Claire; MSN, Marquette University; Post Masters certification, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; STTI
CHW/CSG/CMW council and committee membership: APP Work Group
Projects: Critical Care Education Project - ultrasound guided CVL placement; Critical care rounding model; Course objective development for PNP fellowship program; Interim call for palliative care program

Alyssa R. Matuszak, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP

Degrees: BS/ Human Biology, UW-Green Bay; BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
Projects: Critical Care Education Project - ultrasound guided CVL placement

Katie L. McDermott, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP

Degrees: BS, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Duke University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SCCM
CHW/CSG/CMW council and committee membership: Critical Care PNP Leadership Team
Projects: Critical Care Education Project - ultrasound guided CVL placement
Community involvement: Marquette University, adjunct faculty
Local presentations:

Jennifer K. Pfister, MSN, CPNP-AC, C-NPT, CCRN, APNP

Degrees: BS, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC; C-NPT; CCRN; ACLS
CHW/CSG/CMW council and committee membership: Transfer Process Team
Kari L. Rajzer-Wakeham, MSN, CPNP-AC, CCRN, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Lewis University; MSN, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP- AC; CCRN
Professional organizational membership: SCCM; AAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Code Committee

Meghan D. Roller, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP

Degrees: BS/Biology, University of Minnesota; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SCCM

Christine A. Schindler, PhD, CPNP-AC/PC, WCC, APNP

Transferred to Special Needs November 2015

Degrees: BA/English, Marquette University; BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Rush University; PhD, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Professional organizational membership: AFPNP; NAPNAP; STTI
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: QuIPS – MCW Quality Improvement and Patient Safety small group leader
Projects: Co-investigator on RO1 submitted to AHRQ- PA-15-339. Understanding the information transfer that supports safe and useful care transitions for children with medical complexity - under review; STTI - Leadership Academy mentor
Publications:

National presentations:
Schindler, C. (2015, August). *Skin failure in pediatric patients.* University of Chicago Medical Center’s Annual Nursing Research and EBP Symposium. Chicago, IL
Carey R. Sharpe, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC
Professional organizational membership: SCCM; AAP; APHA

Bonnie J. Stojadinovic, DNP, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Silver Lake College; MSN, Marquette University; AC/PNP, Post-Master’s Certificate; DNP, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SCCM; STTI

Leslie L. Talbert, DNP, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Arkansas State University; MSN, UW-Madison; Post master’s certificate, Rush University; DNP, Marquette University.
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Advisory and Credentialing Committee; APN Discipline; HAC Leadership Committee; CAUTI Team

Educational Services

Sarah M. Arvelo, MSN, ACNS- BC, AE-C

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Alverno College
Licenses: RN
Certifications: AE-C; ACNS-BC
Professional organizational membership: SPN; STTI
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CEOC; Patient Family Education Committee
Community involvement: FAM Allies

awareness to neonatal skin injuries (poster). STTI Biennial Conference, Las Vegas, NV
Norah L. Johnson, PhD, CPNP-PC, APNP
See Urgent Care

Joan P. Totka, MS, RN, CNS

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN
Awards: Excellence in Education Award, STTI, Eta Nu Chapter
Professional organizational membership: AADE; HCEA; ANPD; MNRS, STTI
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CEOC-co-chair; SGCC; HAC Leadership Committee; Ambulatory Clinical Practice Committee; Magnet Steering Committee; Patient Family Experience Steering Committee
Projects: New simulation center: a collaborative effort between CHW and MCW pediatrics medical education – team lead

Carolyn A. Ziebert, MS, PCNS-BC
Transferred to Patient Safety June 2015

Degrees: BSN, Carroll-Columbia College of Nursing; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Certifications: PCNS-BC
Professional organizational membership: ANA; WNA; ANPD
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: JCPC; CEOC

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT/TRAUMA CENTER

Kathleen N. Dreyer, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BA/ Psychology, Saint Louis University; BSN, MSN, Loyola University Chicago
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Candi M. Humphreys, DNP, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW Madison; MSN, UW Oshkosh; DNP, Concordia University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: ANA; NONPF; WNA; AANP; STTI
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline; Domestic Violence Sub-Committee
Community involvement: Concordia University, adjunct faculty; Clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students

Mary K. Laus, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, St. Louis University; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Debra J. Schmidt, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
See MACC Fund Center for Cancer and Blood

Sarah E. Wawrzyniak, MS, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Community involvement: Concordia University – adjunct faculty; clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students

Jane R. Zlochta, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP

Endocrinology

Loretta L. Bush, MS, PPNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Ball State University; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-BC
Professional organizational memberships: NAPNAP; ENS; STTI; WPATH
Projects: 2 new clinics- Young Adult Diabetes clinic and Gender Health clinic
Local presentation: Bush, L. (2015, October). The ins and outs of a transgender clinic. 2015 CHW Advanced Practice Nursing Retreat, Milwaukee, WI.

Rebecca K. Fannin, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Eau Claire; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: ADA
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN Council
Projects: Depression screening in ambulatory clinic

Shari K. Liesch, MS, CPNP-PC, CDE, APNP

Fox Valley

Degrees: Diploma, Mercy School of Nursing; BSN, UW-Green Bay; MS, Post Master’s Certificate, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CDE
Professional organizational memberships: AADE-NEWADE, state planning committee; ADA-conference planning committee; AHNA, PENS-research committee
Community involvement: Clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students
Research: Face of diabetes: art project clinic study
Local presentations:
Liesch, S. (2015) Resiliency lecture: keeping the bounce. UW-Green Bay College of Nursing, Green Bay WI
National presentations:
Colleen T. McCann, MN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Milwaukee & New Berlin; Endocrine Liaison to Bone Marrow Transplant Team

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MN, Emory University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CSG, Professional Development Committee

Elaine A. Parton, MA, CPNP-PC, APNP
Lead Diabetes NP

Degrees: Diploma, St. Luke’s Hospital (Cedar Rapids, IA); BSN, Coe College; MA, University of Iowa
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; AADE; ADA; Member of the External Advisory Board for PICORI Study
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline, Provider cabinet Group, EPIC provider committee; Diabetes & Endocrine Leadership Committee
Community involvement: ADA events; ADA Camp Marrakesh medical volunteer; Local Slam Dunk Basketball Camp; JDRF events
Projects: Diabetes program brochure; 2015 Epic note functionality design specific for the Diabetes Program

GASTROENTEROLOGY

Julie M. Banda, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: NAPNAP; STTI; WAPNAP – Legislative Chair
Lori A. Duesing, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP
GI & Nutrition

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: APGNN; ASPEN; NAPNAP
Publications:

Margaret M. Friedhoff, MSN, PPCNP-BC, APNP
Milwaukee & Kenosha

Degrees: BSN, Mount Mercy University; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: PPCNP-BC
Professional organizational Membership: APGNN
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: MCW, Allied Health Credentialing Committee

Denise M. Kilway, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP
CARE clinic, New Berlin, Delafield; New Kids, Milwaukee

Degrees: BS, St. Mary’s College; MSN, Medical University of South Carolina; Post Graduate Certificate, Emory University; DNP, Medical University of South Carolina
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; Triple P parenting certification
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Council
National presentations: Kilway, D. & Lerret, S. (2015, November). The NEW Kids™ (nutrition, exercise and weight management) pediatric obesity program outcomes utilizing pediatric nurse practitioners and a registered dietitian (poster). Obesity Week/American Society for Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery (ASMBS), Los Angeles, CA

Drew Koeppl, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP
Fox Valley & Green Bay - Joined Gastroenterology July 2015.

Degrees: BSN, Marian University; MSN, DNP, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certification: CPNP-PC
Stacee M. Lerret, PhD, CPNP-AC/PC, CCTC, APNP
Liver Transplant Coordinator

Degrees: BS, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, PhD, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certification: CPNP-AC/PC; CCTC
Professional organizational memberships: AASLD; APGNN; AST - pediatric community of practice transition committee; ITNS; NAPNAP; NATCO - transition from pediatric to adult care workgroup, research workgroup, board of directors, councilor at large, 40th annual meeting conference planning committee, co-director for national transplant coordinator certification review course; STTI; WITNS
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships: APP nominating committee; REACH; APP committee; MCW Mentoring Committee
Projects: Associate editor for core curriculum for transplant nurses, 2nd edition textbook; Editorial board: Progress in Transplantation
Publications:
Local Presentations:
National Presentations:
Cronin, D. C., Lerret, S., Hong, J. (2015, March). Intracranial hemorrhage in the pediatric pre-liver transplant candidate: single center experience. 8th Congress on Pediatric Transplantation, San Francisco, CA
Lerret, S. (2015, March). Counting is easy, measurement is hard; choosing, using and producing survey instruments for research and outcomes. Gillette Children’s Hospital Pre-Conference Workshop at the Annual Research Conference, Minneapolis, MN
Competitive symposium podium presentation. 39th Annual Midwest Nursing Research Society Conference, Indianapolis, IN


Kilway, D. & Lerret, S. (2015, November). The NEW Kids™ (nutrition, exercise and weight management) pediatric obesity program outcomes utilizing pediatric nurse practitioners and a registered dietitian (poster). Obesity Week/American Society for Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery (ASMBS), Los Angeles, CA

**International presentations:**


---

**GENETICS**

**Elizabeth L. Beyer, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP**

Joined Genetics August 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, Edgewood College; MS, UW-Milwaukee

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** FNP-BC

**Professional organizational membership:** NAPNAP

---

**Heather S. Herrick, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP**

Joined Genetics October 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** CPNP-PC

**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** MCW, Mentoring Committee
Gina Lewis, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Transferred to Genetics November 2015 – see MACC Fund Center

Stephanie J. Offord, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BS/ Biology, Taylor University; BSN, MSN, Pace University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; WAPNAP

Andrea D. Bobke, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Transferred to MACC Fund Center October 2015

Degrees: BSN, UW- Milwaukee; MSN, UC-San Francisco
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP

Mary R. Butler, PhD, FNP-BC, APNP
Fox Valley

Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MS, PhD, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC; PALS; ACLS
Professional organizational membership: ANA; WNA
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Fox Valley Administrative Fellowship; MCW, Mentoring Committee; Fox Valley Pediatric Cardiology – Clinical Practice Leader
Local presentations:
Lindsey M. Katzmark, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP
Adult Congenital Heart Defects

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: ACHA; NMFCC; STTI

Candace S. Morton, MSN, CPNP-AC/PC, AGPCNP-BC, APNP
Electrophysiology - Outreach Clinics in Green Bay & Fox Valley

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Medical University of South Carolina; Post-Master’s Certificate, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC; AGPCNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: ACC; AHA; HRS; NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Advisory and Credentialing Committee

Jennifer L. Neubauer, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Departed October 2015

Degrees: BA/Psychology, Wisconsin Lutheran College; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; WAPNAP; ACC

Alyssa S. Pollow, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/Biology, UW-La Crosse; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NATCO; ISHLT; ITNS; NAPNAP

Jennifer E. Rauscher, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: JCCHD-NPCQIC
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: ACE Committee; Cardiac Discharge Improvement Workgroup.
Laura B. Rohowetz, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP
Electrophysiology - Milwaukee & Fox Valley

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Eau Claire; MSN, UW-Madison; DNP, UW-Eau Claire
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC
**Professional organizational membership:** NAPN

Nancy A. Rudd, MS, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP
Adult Congenital Heart Disease / HLHS Inter-stage Management

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MS, UW-Madison
**Licenses:** RN; APNP
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC/PC
**Awards:** 15th Annual featured lecturer in cardiovascular nursing: T. Garrett Rauch memorial lecturer. Cardiology 2015 annual update on pediatric and congenital cardiovascular disease; Advanced practice nurse of the year, WAPNAP
**Professional organizational membership:** ACC – Annual scientific session program planning committee, CV content expert; ACHDA; AHA; MPCS; SPCN
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** National Pediatric Cardiology Quality Improvement Collaborative; ACHD program transition taskforce; ACHD program QI initiative; HHC QI committee.
**Community involvement:** HHC family picnic volunteer
**Local presentations:**
**National Presentations:**
Rudd, N. (2015, February). The power of partnering with patients and parents. 18th Annual Update on Pediatric and Congenital Cardiovascular Disease, Scottsdale, AZ.
Rudd, N. (2015, March). Does home monitoring make the difference? American College of Cardiology Annual Scientific Session, San Diego, CA
Rudd, N. (2015, June). Meeting the needs of the adult congenital heart disease patient. 4th Annual Cardiac Neurodevelopmental Symposium, Milwaukee, WI

Julie A. Schmidt, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Heart Transplant/ Outpatient VAD Coordinator

**Degrees:** BSN, Carroll University; MSN, Marquette University
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NATCO; ITNS
Local presentations:
Schmidt, J. (2015, March). Pediatric outpatient VADs. GMAC, Milwaukee, WI.

Gail L. Stendahl, DNP, CPNP-AC/PC, CCTC, APNP
Heart Transplant Coordinator

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison; DNP, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC/AC; CCTC
Professional organizational memberships: ITNS; ISHLT; NATCO- Board of Directors as Councilor at Large, Faculty for Introductory Transplant Course, Faculty for CCTC Review Course; WITNS
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Council
Community involvement: Editorial board for Progress in Transplantation; pediatric transplantation and rogress in Transplantation – journal article reviewer
Publications:
National presentations:

Jena B. Tanem, MS, FNP-BC, APNP
Lead NP for inpatient cardiology group

Degrees: BS, UW Madison; BSN, University of Rochester NY; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: AAP; ACC; AHA; NAPNAP; MWPCS
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: ACE; HHC QI committee; Clinical competency committee; Developmental follow-up committee; HHC website
development; HHC parent education day planning committee; Cardiac discharge improvement committee; National Pediatric Cardiology QI collaborative; JCCHD-NPCQIC

**Community involvement:** HHC family picnic and parent education day volunteer

**Publications:**


**Local presentations:**


---

**Kathryn A. Tillman, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP**
Pulmonary Hypertension Coordinator

**Degrees:** BS/Biology, Viterbo University; MSN, Marquette University

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** CPNP-PC

**Awards:** Pulmonary Hypertension Comprehensive Care Center Accreditation

**Professional organizational memberships:** NAPNAP; PHPN; SPCN

**CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee memberships:** CHW, APN Discipline

**Community involvement:** Pulmonary Hypertension Association-PHPN Practice Committee

**Projects:** RIN-PH-404 A Patient Registry to Observe the Real-World Dosing and Titration of Tyvaso®; Patient Education Materials for the Pulmonary Hypertension Program; Epoprostenol (Flolan) Administration Policy and Procedure; Treprostinil (Remodulin) Administration Policy and Procedure


---

**Elizabeth M.P. Weber**
Transplant and Heart Failure -Joined Herma Heart Center May 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MSN, St. Louis University

**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA

**Certifications:** CPNP-PC
**HIV Program**

**Barbara E. Cuene, MSN, CNS**  
Program Coordinator  

**Degrees:** BSN, College of St. Theresa; MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN

---

**Jane B. Petit Pain & Headache Center**

**Crystal D. Cowan, MS, PCNS-BC, FNP-BC, RN-BC, APNP**

**Degrees:** BS/Biology, UW-Whitewater; MS, UW-Milwaukee, Post Masters FNP certificate, Alverno College  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** PCNS-BC; FNP-BC; Pain Management Nursing: RN-BC  
**Professional organizational membership:** ASPMN; ANA; WNA.  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** Comfort Zone Team

---

**Michelle L. Czarnecki, MSN, CPNP-PC, RN-BC, APNP**

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC; Pain Management Nursing: RN-BC  
**Awards:** Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Nurse of the Year  
**Professional organizational membership:** ASPMN; ASPMN - Editorial Board for Pain Management Nursing Journal; ASPMN Core Curriculum.  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** Medication Safety Committee  
**Presentations:** Czarnecki, M. (2015). The placebo puzzle: how to maximize the placebo effect without administering a placebo. Society of Pediatric Nurses, Milwaukee, WI

---

**Renee J. Ladwig, MS, PMHCNS-BC, LMFT**

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Milwaukee  
**Licenses:** RN; LMFT  
**Certifications:** PMHCNS-BC  
**Professional organizational membership:** ANA; AAMFT
Local presentations:
Ladwig, R. (2015, March). Caring for children with chronic pain; Biopsychosocial perspectives for PNP nursing students in complex chronic pediatric care. Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI
Ladwig, R. & Czarnecki, M. (2015, October). The placebo puzzle: maximizing the placebo effect without actually administering a placebo. CHW Nursing Grand Rounds, Milwaukee, WI


Kaylan R. Stoner, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Headache Program

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SPN; STTI

Lynnette J. Anderson, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP
Bone Marrow Transplant

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; COG – member of the HSCT late effects task force
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Epic Champion for HOT Services; EHR Provider Committee; Epic Integrated Inpatient Core Team
Meghan C. Belongia, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Oncology

Degrees: BS/Biomedical Engineering, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CPHON
Professional organizational membership: APHON- Local Chapter Committee representative; COG; WAPHON
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN Journal Club co-chair; CHW APN Council co-chair; APP Leadership Committee; CME Committee; Fellowship Committee for HOT Services; Outpatient/MACC Fund Planning Committee
Community involvement: Ronald McDonald House, Lunch 2 Go program; Brewer’s mini-marathon
Projects: Evidence based treatment algorithms for neuro-oncology patients; Implementation of a comprehensive interdisciplinary clinic for patients with neuro-immunologic disease.
Publications:
Local presentations: Belongia, M. (Ongoing). Pediatric neuro-oncology (lecturer). CHW staff nurses, Milwaukee, WI

Andrea D. Bobke, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
See Herma Heart Center – transferred to MACC Fund Center October 2015

Molly M. Brickler, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP
Hematology

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Duke University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Awards: Community involvement award, Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
Professional organizational membership: WAPHON; COG - CHW rep;
CHW/CSG/CMC council and committee membership: APN Discipline, Oncology Support Care Group
Community involvement: Leukemia and Lymphoma Society - Man/Woman of the Year Campaign

Susan L. Burke, MA, CPNP-PC, CPHON, APNP
Oncology

Degrees: BSN, Creighton University; MA, University of Iowa
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CPHON
Continuing Education: MCW-Teaching Patient Safety and Quality Improvement
Professional organizational membership: APHON – Chair, education provider committee, conference planning committee, chemotherapy/biotherapy committee; COG; JOPHON Continuing Education Committee and Abstract Reviewer; ONCC–Nominating Committee; WAPHON
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Epic Champion; MCW, Value Committee
Community Involvement: One Step at a Time Camping Programs – Co-Medical Director; One Step at a Time Summer, Winter & Family Camp – medical staff; Make a Wish Wisconsin - Wish Night Committee member
Projects: QI project: Reduction of missed lab orders in the Oncology patient population in collaboration with CHW laboratory.

Allison L. Grady, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Oncology

Degrees: BA/Religion and Government, Smith College; MSN, Yale University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Awards: MCW Outstanding Medical School Teacher
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CHW APN council
Projects: Clinical guidelines for Oncology section: constipation, growth factor administration and pain management

Miranda G. Gries, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Immunodeficiency/Bone Marrow Transplant

Degrees: BSN, Bellin College; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; WAPHON
Gina M. Lewis, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Hematology – transferred to Genetics November 2015

Degrees: BSN, Winona State; MSN, University of Minnesota
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP

Hillary L. McCown, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Hematology

Degrees: BA/History, Macalester College; BSN, MSN, New York University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; NAPNAP; WAPHON; WAPNAP

Tara T. Merck, MS, CPNP-PC, CPHON, APNP
Bone Marrow Transplant - departed MACC Fund role July 2015

Degrees: BSN, Medical College of Georgia; MS, Georgia State University
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CPHON
Professional organizational membership: AANP; APPEX – board member; United Hospital Consortium Center for Advancing Provider Practices
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Council; APN Discipline; APP Leadership; At Our Best Facilitator; CSG Workforce Committee; Referring Provider Experience Subcommittee; Population Health and Payment Innovation Senior Integrated Team Member; Public Policy Advisory Group
Awards: Standing Ovation Award winner – At Our Best Facilitation Group.
Projects: MCW APP tier compensation structure implementation; 50th anniversary celebration of NP & PA profession; Implementation of ACGME clinical criteria into MCW emerge evaluation process; Development of ambulatory care delivery model project: joint initiative between clinical workforce and ambulatory operations
Amy R. Newman, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Oncology

Degrees: BSN, Concordia University; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; CPHON
Awards: Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation Mentored Nurse Researcher Grant; Pediatric Oncology Nurses’ Experiences with Prognosis-Related Communication
Professional organizational membership: APHON – column editor of APN updates in APHON counts quarterly newsletter; Ad hoc reviewer for Journal of Pediatric Oncology Nursing; COG; NAPNAP; ONS; STTI; WAPHON
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships: APN Mentoring Program
Projects: 2015 Sarcoma Event, Living with sarcoma: Facing today with hope for tomorrow. Annual educational conference for patients and families from Children’s Hospital and Froedtert Hospital affected by sarcoma
Local presentations:
National presentations:

Rebecca R. Rusch, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Oncology

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON - steering council member; COG; WAPHON - president
Debra J. Schmidt, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Oncology - also practices in the EDTC

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; WAPHON
Local presentations:

Christina M. Schulta, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP
Outpatient Oncology

Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; ASPHO; COG; WAPHON
National presentations:

Neonatology

Rebecca L. Buchholtz, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
Professional organizational membership: NANN; SWANN
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Nutrition Committee
Projects: QI - Enteral Feeding Tube Practice Change
Local presentations:

Rachael L. Edjou, MSN, NNP-BC, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BA/Psychology, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University; Post Master’s Certificate, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC; CPNP-BC; NRP
Professional organizational memberships: NANN; SWANN
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee memberships: CHW NICU Redesign and Provider Workgroup; CHW Ethics Committee
Community involvement: STABLE instructor – National Lead

Media S. Esser, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Alverno College; MSN, Stony Brook University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
Professional organizational memberships: NANN; STTI; SWANN – Vendor Coordinator and Board Member
Awards: WOCN Application Scholarship; STTI Omicron Delta Chapter Scholarship
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Ulcer Prevention Committee; EBP and Nursing Research Council
Community involvement: Skin-to-Skin Module Course Reviewer, Aptara Inc.; 18th Annual Southeastern Wisconsin Nursing Research, Conference Planning Committee Member; Maternal Child Health Leadership Academy Fellow, STTI; Huggies Parents Advisory Board
Local presentations:
National presentations:
Esser, M. (2015, October). What happened to my arm! Case presentation: management of a full thickness skin injury (poster). NAPNAP conference, Dallas, TX
Martha B. Evans, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

 Degrees: BA/ Biology & Chemistry, Earlham College; RN Diploma, Bryan Memorial Hospital School of Nursing; NNP Certificate from West Virginia University; BSN, Midland Lutheran College; MSN, University of South Alabama
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
 Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
 Professional organizational membership: ANN; NANN; SWANN
 Projects: QI - Chlorhexidine use in NICU

Deanna R. Finley, MS, NNP-BC, APNP

 Degrees: BS, University of Northern Colorado; NNP certification, Children’s Hospital Colorado; MS, Walden University
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
 Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
 Professional organizational membership: ANN; SWANN
 CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline
 Community involvement: ADA Diabetes camp

Amber L. Fortmann, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

 Degrees: BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MSN, Rush University
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
 Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
 Professional organizational membership:NANN; SWANN

Anne T. Helmer, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

 Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Rush University
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
 Certifications: NNP-BC; NRP
 Professional organizational membership: AACCN; NANN

Jennifer S. Kilzer, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

 Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Rush University
 Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
 Certifications: NNP-BC
 Professional organizational membership: NANN; SWANN
 CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: March of Dimes Parent Support Group; Preemie Advocacy Committee; NICU Professional Development Committee
 Community involvement: March of Dimes
Megan L. Luh, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP
Joined Neonatology group July 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MSN, University of Florida  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** NNP-BC; NRP

Kathryn J. Malin, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, Creighton University; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** NNP-BC; NRP  
**Professional organizational membership:** ANA; STTI, IOTA chapter; NANN; NANNP; SWANN-President; WNA  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** CHW APN Council – Co Chair; CSG APP Leadership.  
**Community involvement:** March of Dimes State Advocacy and Government Affairs Committee.  
**Projects:** NICU, BPD Work Group – Parent Education on Chronic Lung Disease

Megan N. McHugh, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** NNP-BC; NRP; S.T.A.B..L.E. instructor  
**Professional organizational membership:** ANN; SWANN  
**Community involvement:** Marcy Elementary Health Room volunteer

Elizabeth R. Orloski, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, University of Illinois; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** RNC-NIC; NNP-BC  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP  
**Professional organizational membership:** ANN; NANN; SWANN- board member

Heidi J. Riegel, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** NNP-BC  
**Professional organizational membership:** NANN; SWANN – board member
Laurie B. Schaefgen, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: NANN; SWANN

Jennifer L. Schuster, MSN, NNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Alverno College; MSN, Rush University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: NANN; SWANN

Tiffany A. Zamzow, MSN, NNP-BC, RNC-NIC, APNP

Degrees: BS, University of Minnesota; BSN, MSN, University of Cincinnati
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: NNP-BC; RNC-NIC
Licenses: RN; APNP
Professional organizational membership: NANN; SWANN
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: NICU Clinical Practice committee

Nephrology

Jacqueline K. Dake, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Milwaukee & New Berlin - Renal, Kidney Transplant, & Dialysis

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certification: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: ANNA
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships: Ambulatory CPC; Ambulatory PDC; Ambulatory Policy and Protocol Group; JCPC
Patricia A. Ring, MS, PPCNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: Diploma, Milwaukee County General Hospital School of Nursing; BSN, Carroll/Columbia College; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: APNP, RN; DEA
Certifications: PPCNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: AAP, ASPN
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Advisory and Credentialing Committee, APN Discipline
Publications:
National Presentations:

Kathryn J. Handrick, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Joined Neurology September 2015

Degrees: BS/Biology, University of Montevallo; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP, DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Jenna L. Prigge, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: AES

Rhonda R. Werner, MS, PCNS-BC, APNP
Neuroscience Center & Epilepsy Monitoring Unit

Degrees: BSN, Alverno College; MS, UW-Milwaukee; Post Masters Certificate, Marquette University
April D. Benoit, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP
Milwaukee / Sports Medicine- Greenway and Delafield Clinics

Degrees: BA, Boston University; MS, University of Minnesota
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: NAPNAP - Pediatric Orthopedics SIG
Community involvement: Clinical preceptor for Marquette University graduate nursing students.

Allison D. Duey-Holtz, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional Organizational Membership: NAPNAP; NAPNAP, WAPNAP- President; WNA APN
Awards: 2015 CHW APN Excellence Award
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Advisory & Credentialing Committee ; APN Council - ad hoc; APN Discipline – Chief; APP Leadership Committee; APP Task force; Business & Finance Committee ; JPCC
Projects: QI-CHW Patient Journey messaging for patients undergoing spine fusion
Local presentations: Duey-Holtz, A. (2015, April) The skeleton dance: a hands on head to toe skills session (podium). WNA Annual Meeting, Madison, WI
Christa D. Thalacker, MSN CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/ Biology & Chemistry, UW-Whitewater; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Rachel A. Wantz, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP
Milwaukee and Greenfield clinics - Joined Orthopedics in July, 2015

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; POPS

Kristina L. Keppel, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/Zoology, Madison; MSN, DNP, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SENTAC; STTI; SOHN- WI Chapter - President & National Education Committee, Co-Chair of National Congress Conference
Projects: Use of a pictorial module in the education of registered nurses in pediatric tracheostomy skin care. (PI).
Local presentations:
Keppel, K. (2015, March). Otitis media - acute to chronic. Marquette University, graduate nursing students, Milwaukee, WI

National Presentations:
Keppel, K. (2015, September). Otitis media in the 21st century (podium). SOHN Congress, Annual National meeting, Dallas, TX
T. Roxanne Link, MS, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BS, MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: APNP; RN; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: SOHN
Local presentations:

Laura M. Musolf, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Milwaukee and Greenway

Degrees: BS, MS, UW-Madison; MS, Bioethics, MCW
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Laurie A. Newton, DNP, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP

New Berlin

Degrees: BS, MS, DNP, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Professional organizational membership: SOHN; SENTAC- annual conference planning committee; NAPNAP
Awards: SOHN Annual Congress poster presenter: 3rd place poster.
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline; CSG, Professional Development Committee; Health Literacy SIG; APN Mentoring Committee; Surgical Short Stay Work Group; APP leadership; APN Council – ad hoc
Community involvement: Clinical preceptor for UW Madison PNP students
National presentations:
Newton, L. (2015, September). A pilot program: using text messaging to improve timely communication to tonsillectomy patients. (poster). SOHN annual fall congress, Dallas, TX
Sharon K. Schroeder, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP
Milwaukee and New Berlin - Lead PNP

Degrees: MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN, APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC; PALS
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; SOHN; SOHN – WI chapter

Michelle L. Trampe, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: SOHN

Mary E. Wiesen, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/Psychology, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: SOHN, SENTAC, NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Professional Development Committee

Laurie S. Good, MS, EdM, PPCNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, University of Cincinnati; MS, UW-Madison; EdM, Harvard University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: PPCNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: APHON; HPNA; WAPHON

Kanisha L. Hayden, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP
 Joined Palliative Care December 2015

Degrees: MSN, Concordia University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational membership: AANP
Kathryn M. Krueger, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Transferred to CMG October 2015  
**Degrees:** BSN, Winona State University; MS, UW-Madison  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC  
**Professional Organizations:** NAPNAP; WAPNAP

Abigail L. Riley, MSN, CPNP-AC, APNP  
Departed in October 2015  
**Degrees:** BSN, University of Iowa; MSN, Rush University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** APN Council

Helene R. Stacy, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP  
Departed in September 2015  
**Degrees:** BSN, UW- Milwaukee; MS, UW- Madison  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC  
**Professional Organizational Membership:** NAPNAP; STTI

**PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION**

Hannah E. Belknap, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
**Degrees:** BSN, University of Illinois - Chicago; MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC  
**Professional Organizational Membership:** AANN; STTI  

Julia J. Fishler, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP  
**Degrees:** BA/Spanish, MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** Professional Development Committee  
**Awards:** Evidence Based Practice Award for *Reducing family anxiety when*
transferring from the ICU: an evidence based practice project

Projects: Reducing family anxiety when transferring from the ICU: An evidence based practice project


PRE-OPERATIVE EVALUATION CLINIC

Kristina M. Albert, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Joined the Pre-Operative Evaluation Clinic May 2015

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Madison
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Professional organizations: NAPNAP

Deborah J. Olson, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA

Margaret E. Thew, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP

Transferred to Adolescent Medicine October 2015, also practices in Urgent Care.

Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Awards: Duke-Johnson & Johnson Leadership fellowship
Professional organization: MMNP

PSYCHIATRY & BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE

Colleen R. Ballbach, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
CHW/CSG/ MCW council and committee membership: APN Discipline
Tamara H. Langhoff, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

- **Degrees:** BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison
- **Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
- **Certifications:** CPNP-PC
- **Professional organizational memberships:** NAPNAP; WAPNAP; Membership Chair
- **CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** APP Leadership
- **Community involvement:** Prevent Suicide, Greater Milwaukee Steering Committee member and Community Outreach workgroup chair

Nicole L. Brueck, MS, FNP-BC, APNP

- **Cystic Fibrosis**
- **Degrees:** BSN, Carroll University; MS, UW-Milwaukee
- **Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
- **Certifications:** FNP-BC
- **Professional organizational memberships:** NAPNAP; AANP; STTI
- **Community involvement:** DHS WI Congenital Disorders CF – subcommittee

Elizabeth A. Flasch, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

- **Pulmonary Clinic & Sleep Medicine**
- **Degrees:** BSN, MSN, Marquette University
- **Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
- **Certifications:** CPNP-PC
- **Professional organizational memberships:** NAPNAP; STTI; WAC
- **CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** Asthma Core Group
- **Community involvement:** Asthma Education to CMG primary care sites
- **Local presentations:** Flasch, E. (2015, March 6). *Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis in a child with poorly controlled asthma* (poster). CSG, Best Practices in Pediatrics, Wisconsin Dells, WI

Megan L. Grekowicz, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP

- **Pulmonary & Sleep Program**
- **Degrees:** BSN, MSN, University of Michigan
- **Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
- **Certifications:** FNP-BC
- **Professional organizational memberships:** AASM; ANA; MMNP; STTI
- **CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships:** APN Mentoring Program; Community Involvement: Television interview broadcast on WDJT CBS 58 evening

**Local presentations:** Grekowicz, M. (2015, April), *Bronchopulmonary dysplasia* (podium), 2nd Annual SWANN conference. Carroll University, Waukesha, WI


**Cecilia A. Lang, MS, PPCNP-BC, CCRN, CNS**
Trach/Vent Program

**Degrees:** BSN, MS, University of Pennsylvania
**Licenses:** RN; APNP
**Certifications:** CCRN; PPCNP-BC
**Professional organizational memberships:** AACN; GMAC-AACN
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** CHW VAP workgroup; CHW Discharge Order Set/AVS workgroup; CHW Epic Integrated Inpatient Review; CHW Nursing and Allied Health Epic Core Team; Safe and Effective Discharge Project Team

**Community involvement:** Pediatric Skilled Nursing at MCFI, Milwaukee: quarterly site visits, education and rounding on Trach Patients; Care of the child on a ventilator course: offered monthly to private duty nurses throughout WI; home visits with CHW Trach Vent team throughout SE Wisconsin; Collaborative outreach with: Aurora at Home Respiratory Care Department & Home Care Medical Respiratory Care Department.

**Local presentations:**

Lang, C. (2015, October). *AVS and discharge orders.* EPIC upgrade Nursing and Allied Health Town Hall. CHW, Milwaukee, WI

**RESEARCH AND EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE**

**Michele L. Polfuss, PhD, CPNP-AC/PC, APNP**
Nurse Researcher

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Oshkosh; MSN, PhD, Marquette University
**Licenses:** RN; APNP
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC/PC
**Professional organizations:** MNRS; NAPNAP; STTI; WAPNAP; WIPAN

Publications:


Local presentations:


National presentations


International presentations


Kathleen J. Sawin, PhD, CPNP-PC, FAAN
Joint Research Chair in Nursing with UW-Milwaukee / Spina Bifida

Degrees: BSN, University of North Dakota; MS/Sociology, UW-Madison; MS/Public Health, University of Minnesota; PhD and Post-Doctoral, Indiana State University
Licenses: RN
Certifications: CPNP-AC/PC
Awards: Julie Lathrop Nursing Research Award: Self-Management Guided Discharge Teaching for Parents of Hospitalized Children CHW, Milwaukee, WI.
Professional organizational memberships: ANA; WNA; AAN – Child & Adolescent Family Expert Panel; STTI; NAPNAP; WAPNAP-Treasurer; MNRS – grant reviewer, family interest group chair; Council for the Advancement of Nursing Science; Spina Bifida Association - development of the evidenced-based Spina Bifida Health Care Guidelines Across the Lifespan
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CHW EBP / Nursing Research Council ; CHW IRB #2
Projects: Invited to participate, as one of 20 health care experts from across the country, in the development of the evidenced-based Spina Bifida Health Care Guidelines Across the Lifespan, This work is being conducted as part of the Spina Bifida Association and the Spina Bifida Program at the CDC. 2014-present.
Publications:
National presentations:
International presentations:
through Research, Education and Practice, Odense, Denmark


## Rheumatology

**Elizabeth L. Roth-Wojcicki, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP**

*Degrees:* BSN, MS, UW-Madison  
*Licenses:* RN; APNP; DEA  
*Certifications:* CPNP-PC  
*Professional organizational memberships:* ACR; Arthritis Foundation of WI; ARHP-PRSYM planning committee; Lupus Foundation of WI; NAPNAP; STTI; WAPNAP-member chair  
*CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership:* APN Discipline; APP leadership committee; CSG Workforce Planning Committee  
*Community involvement:* Arthritis Foundation - Camp MASH volunteer; Lupus Foundation, WI chapter - Rainbow day camp volunteer  
*Projects:* QI – Pediatric Rheumatology care and outcomes (PR-coin); QI - Initiatives in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus  

## Special Needs Program

**Maura E. Anzia, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP**

*Degrees:* BA/MSN, Marquette University  
*Licenses:* RN; APNP; DEA  
*Certifications:* CPNP-PC  

**Tera C. Bartelt, MS, RN, CPN, CNS**

Ambulatory Manager / Special Needs CNS  

*Degrees:* BSN, Alverno College; MS, UW-Milwaukee  
*Licenses:* RN  
*Certifications:* CPN  
*CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership:* Ambulatory Practice Council; Health Literacy Committee; JCPC; Transition Committee  
*Professional organizational memberships:* Spina Bifida WI, Ltd – Board of Directors
Martha F. Fillinger, MSN, CPNP-BC, APNP
Departed August 2015

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Jill M. Grevenow, MS, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MS, UW-Madison
Licenses: RN; APNP DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Discharge Effectiveness

Sara K. Quates, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BS/psychology, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: NAPNAP; WAPNAP
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: EPIC Provider Champion

Sara K. G. Petre, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MSN, University of Nevada
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: NAPNAP; WAPNAP
Community Involvement: Marquette University, clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students

Kathryn R. Seidl, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Langston University; MSN, University of South Alabama
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: AAP; NAPNAP
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee memberships: APN Council
Erin M. Sirovina, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Joined Special Needs October 2015

Degrees: BSN, Carroll University; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational memberships: NAPNAP; STTI

Megan B. Teed, DNP, FNP-BC, APNP
Joined Special Needs August 2015

Degrees: BSN, DNP, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational memberships: AANP, NAPNAP, WAPNAP, STTI

Eileen C. Sherburne, MSN, ACNS-BC, FNP-BC, CRRN, WCC, CNRN, APNP
Transferred from West 7/Neuroscience unit July 2015

Degrees: BS, UW-Madison; MSN, Yale University; Post Masters FNP certificate, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP
Certifications: ACNS-BC; FNP-BC; CPN, CRRN; WCC; CNRN
Awards: Evidence Based Practice Award for Reducing family anxiety when transferring from the ICU: an evidence based practice project; STTI, Eta Nu Chapter, Doctoral Student Poster Award, Safety characteristics of children using an enclosure bed
Professional organizational memberships: ANA; ARN; AANN; MMNP; NACNS; STTI
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CEOC; SCAN; EBP and Nursing Research Council; Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect Committee; Magnet Steering Committee
Community involvement: Maccabi Games health care volunteer
Projects: Reducing Family Anxiety When Transferring from the ICU: An Evidence Based Practice Project (with Allison, McCabe, MSN, PCNS-BC; Julia Fishler, RN, CPNP; Deb Gogin, MSN, CNS)
Local presentations:
Rehabilitation Grand Rounds, Froedtert Hospital. Milwaukee, WI


National presentations:

Surgical Services

Kathleen M. Leack, MS, RN, CNS

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Awards: 2015 APN Excellence Nominee
Professional organizational memberships: APSNA--Program Committee Chair
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee memberships: Surgical Quality Improvement Review Team; SPS SSI workgroup co-chair; Operative Experience co-chair; Clinical Navigation Team co-chair; Shared Governance Coordinating Council; Epic ad hoc workgroups: LDA, Phase of Care, Pre-procedural Checklist, AVS; Gastrostomy Tube Resource RN group; Wound/Skin Taskforce; Timely Initiation of Postoperative Pain Management in NICU

Trauma Program

Kristin A. Braun, MS, RN, CNS

Degrees: BSN, MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Professional Organizational Membership: STN; PTS – Research Committee member
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: SCAN; Trauma committee; Trauma Clinical Practice Committee; CAUTI HAC workgroup; Sharps Committee

Community Involvement: SERTAC Education Committee - chair, Executive Council and conference planning committee; Burn Camp volunteer


National presentations:
Braun, K. (2015, November). Emergency medical services quality improvement specialist role (poster). Trauma Quality Improvement Program (TQIP) Scientific Meeting and Training
Braun, K. (2015, November). Development of a limited trauma activation team response in a level 1 pediatric trauma center (podium). Trauma Quality Improvement Program (TQIP) Scientific Meeting and Training

UNIT / POPULATION BASED CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALISTS

Jeanne E. Braby, MSN, RN, CCRN, CNS
West 3 / Cardiology

Degrees: BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University
Certifications: CCRN
Licenses: RN
Professional organizational memberships: AACN; GMAC; CCRN/CCRN-E Exam development committee
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships: SPS CLABSI- co-chair; West 3 Clinical Practice Council-chair; PICU Partnership Council –chair; CEC; Improving Care of the Surgical Patient committee; SPS Pressure Ulcer Prevention committee; SSI HAC committee

Local presentations: Braby, J. (2015, May). Evaluation of ventricular assist device (VAD) training in maintenance of VAD competency (poster). Building Bridges to Research Based Nursing Practice Conference, Milwaukee, WI

Deborah A. Gogin, MSN, RN, CNS
West 4/ Critical Care– joined the Unit/Population based CNS group October 2015

Degrees: ADN, WCTC; BSN, Carroll University; MSN, Liberty University
Licenses: RN
Awards: 2015 Evidence Based Practice Award: Reducing Family Anxiety When Transferring from the ICU: An Evidence Based Practice Project (with Allison, McCabe, MSN, PCNS-BC; Julia Fishler, RN, CPNP; Eileen Sherburne, MSN, ACNS-BC,FNP-BC,CCRN, WCC, CNRN, APNP)
Professional organizational membership: AACN
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CEC; MUPPIT; Trauma committee; DOT; Burn committee, PICU practice council.
Ann M. Grippe, MSN, RN, CNS  
NICU/Neonatology

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, University of Phoenix.  
**Licenses:** RN

**Professional organizational memberships:** NANN; SWANN  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** SPS VAP workgroup; SPS PIVIE workgroup; Joint Clinical Practice Council, Clinical Education Operations Council, NICU Steering Committee; NICU Phase II Planning; Alarm Management; Service Line Leadership; Carefusion; Nursing Allied Core Team; NICU Clinical Practice/QI; Joint Milwaukee/Fox Valley Clinical Practice/QI; Skin care partnership  

Genesee N. Hornung, MS, RN, CPNP-PC, CNS  
NICU/Neonatology - joined the Unit/Population based CNS group July 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University  
**Licenses:** RN  
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC; NRP

**Professional organizational membership:** STTI  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee memberships:** SPS CLABSI Operations Team; NICU Clinical Practice/QI; Clinical Education Operations Council

Molly A. Kaul, MS, RN, PCNS-BC  
West 11 / Medical (Diabetes, Gastroenterology, Cystic fibrosis)

**Degrees:** BSN, MS, UW-Milwaukee  
**Licenses:** RN  
**Certifications:** PCNS-BC

**Professional organizational memberships:** SPN; NACNS; STTI  
**Awards:** APN Nurse Excellence Nominee

**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** Alarm Management Committee; C4K Pratice Group; CEC; CLABSI Operations Team; Discharge Effectiveness Team; CQIC; HAC Falls Workgroup; Nurse/Resident Council and Subgroup; REACH; West 11 Partnership Council; Patient and Family Centered Roundss committee – co-chair; Safe and Effective Discharge Team; VTE HAC workgroup;  
Allison M. McCabe, MSN, RN, PCNS-BC
West 7 / Neurosciences – transferred from Educational Services September 2015

Degrees: BA/Business Admin, UW-Stevens Point; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Certifications: PCNS-BC
Awards: 2015 Evidence Based Practice Award: Reducing Family Anxiety When Transferring from the ICU: An Evidence Based Practice Project (with Deb Gogin, MSN, CNS; Julia Fishler, RN, CPNP; Eileen Sherburne, MSN, ACNS-BC,FNP-BC,CCRN, WCC, CNRN, APNP)
Professional organizational memberships: ANPD
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee memberships: Clinical Quality Improvement Council; Clinical Education Operations Council; West 7 partnership council

Anita M. Norton, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Day Surgery / PACU & Surgicenter Perianesthesia / Surgical Services

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Licenses: RN; APNP
Professional organizational memberships: ASPAN; WISPAN
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: APN Council – co-chair; Best and Safest Care facilitator; CEOC; Falls HAC workgroup; Operative Experience Clinical Practice Group; Project AIM; REACH; SSI HAC workgroup; Unit-level Partnership Council
Projects: Peri-operative internet page redesign; What to expect handout for parents in Health Facts; Epic upgrade / AIM team member; Standardized tubing tubing set up practice change; labeling multi-dose medications for home

Lauren A. Ranallo, MSN, RN, CPHON, AOCNS
East 5 / Hematology, Oncology, Transplant

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Loyola University
Certifications: AOCNS; CPHON
Licenses: RN
Professional organizational membership: APHON, COG, NACNS, ONS, STTI, WAPHON
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: CLABSI HAC committee; HOT Services CVL Committee-chair; HOT Services Partnership Council-co-chair; Renewal and Remembrance committee; Falls HAC committee; CEOC; HOT Inpatient Move Team
Projects: Three service line moves, 2 inpatient and 1 outpatient; rollout of new
oncology practice model for outpatient services; CHG and dual cap rollout for CLABSI prevention

**Wendi S. Redfern, MSN, RN, ACNS-BC, CCRN-K**
West 4 & West 5/Critical Care – transferred role to West 5 only October 2015

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MSN, Liberty University  
**Certifications:** ACNS-BC; CCRN-K  
**Licenses:** RN  
**Professional organizational memberships:** AACN, NACNS  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** SPS CLABSI; EPM Sepsis improvement workgroup; CEOC; Code Blue subcommittee: Carefusion pediatric user group; Care Management of the patient with DKA; CHA IPSO; Death and disposition of a body workgroup; PIQuIC; PICU Clinical Practice; PICU Partnership; RRT subcommittee  
**Projects:** Mentor: Evidence based practice project - Improving the care of patients with sepsis  
**Local presentations:** Redfern, W. (2015). Improving the care of patients with sepsis; an EBP project (podium). Nursing Grand Rounds, CHW, Milwaukee, WI

**Eileen C. Sherburne, MSN, ACNS-BC, FNP-BC, CRRN,WCC, CNRN, APNP**
West 7 / Neurosciences - See Spina Bifida – transferred July 2015

**Susan J. Sorge, MS, RN, CNS**
West 9 & West 10 / General Surgery, Surgery Sub-Specialties, Hematology

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Milwaukee  
**Licenses:** RN  
**Professional organizational membership:** NACNS  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** C4K- co-chair; Trauma Committee; Care Coordination Committee; BSI Prevention Task Force; Burn Clinical Practice Task Force; Safe Patient Handling; Comfort Zone committee; West 9/10 Clinical Practice Council  
**National presentations:** Sorge, S. (2015, March). The Trouble with Tonsils (podium). NACNS National Conference. San Diego, CA

**Ashley J. Stelter, MSN, RN, CNS**
Center 4N / Medical (Cardiac, Renal, Rheumatology, Solid organ transplant)

**Degrees:** BSN, Marquette University; MS, UW-Milwaukee  
**Licenses:** RN  
**Professional organizational membership:** NACNS  
**CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership:** PIVIE HAC committee- co-
Projects: Best Practices in IV Tubing Management

Lauren M. Tutaj, MSN, RN, CNS, CMSRN
CRU/Behavioral Health. Joined the unit/population based CNS group February 2015

Degrees: BSN, Alverno College; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Certifications: CMSRN
Professional organizational membership: WIACNS
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: CRU Partnership council; Clinical Education Operations Council; Patient Family Education committee; Violence Recognition; CAPR; HIP Planning group.

Kimberly L. Zimmanck, MS, RN, PCNS-BC
West 12/Medical (Infants, Respiratory)

Degrees: BA/Biology & Biochemistry, Augustana College; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Certifications: PCNS-BC
Professional organizational memberships: NACNS, SPN
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Alarm management; Clinical Navigation Team - ad hoc; CEOC; Epic integrated core team; Epic nursing and allied health core team; Immunization advisory group; JCPC – co-chair; Observation status; RRT subcommittee; Safe and effective discharge; SGCC; West 12 partnership council

Julie E. Bolha, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Joined Urgent Care April 2015, also practices at Oklahoma Pediatrics – See Children’s Medical Group

Jillian M. Boser, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP
Degree: ADN, BSN, Cardinal Stritch University; MS, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Ilanalee C. Cabrera, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Joined Urgent Care April 2015

Degree: BS, UW-Madison; MSN, Vanderbilt University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Cynthia L. Donley, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Joined Urgent Care April 2015

Degree: BSN, Kent State University; MSN, University of Rochester
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Norah L. Johnson, PhD, CPNP-PC, APNP
Also practices in Educational Services

Degrees: BSc University of Toronto; BSN, St. Joseph College; MSN, PhD, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: DBMH Sig; IFNA; MNRS; NAPNAP; STTI; WAPNAP
Awards: Julie Lathrop Nursing Research Award: Self-Management Guided Discharge Teaching for Parents of Hospitalized Children CHW, Milwaukee, WI.
Community involvement: Autism Society of Southeastern Wisconsin- Dylan’s Run for Autism committee. Community of Practice for Autism and Developmental Disorders-Steering Team; Urban Autism Summit – conference planning team
Publications:
Local presentations:

Sangasy, P., Johnson, N. (2015, October). *Early diagnosis and access to services, parent experience accessing diagnosis in Milwaukee public schools.* Community of Practice for Autism and Developmental Disorders. Milwaukee Youth Arts Center, Milwaukee WI


**National presentations:**


**International presentations:**


Carol G. Klingbeil, DNP, CPNP-PC, APNP

**Degrees:** BSN, MS, University of Michigan; DNP, UW-Milwaukee
**Licenses:** RN, APNP; DEA
**Certifications:** CPNP-PC
**Awards:** ETA NU STTI Mentor Award; Julie Lathrop Nursing Research Award: Self-Management Guided Discharge Teaching for Parents of Hospitalized Children CHW, Milwaukee, WI.
**Professional organizational memberships:** SPN; NAPNAP; STTI – Maternal Child Health Leadership Academy faculty
**CHW/CSG/MCW council and committees:** EBP and Nursing Research council – co-chair.
**Projects:** Klingbeil, C., Sawin, K., Wenner, S & Snethen J. (2014-2016). Building capacity for evidence based practice at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin. UW-Milwaukee (DNP capstone project)
**Local presentations:**

Amanda M. Kotowski, DNP, CPNP-PC, AGPCNP-BC, APNP

Also practices at Kenosha Pediatrics and Mount Pleasant Pediatrics

**Degrees:** BSN, UW-Milwaukee; MSN, Marquette University; DNP, UW-Milwaukee; post-Master’s Certificate in Adult/Gerontology, Concordia University
**Licenses:** RN; APNP; DEA
**Certifications:** CPNP-AC/PC; AGPCNP-BC
**Awards:** CHW APN excellence nominee

Margaret E. Thew, MSN, FNP-BC, APNP

See Pre-Operative Clinic
UROLOGY

Matthew J. Armstrong, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP
Milwaukee, Fox Valley and DePere Clinics

Degrees: BS/Microbiology & Immunology, UW-Madison; MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Theda Clark/CHW – Fox Valley Ethics Committee; CHW Human Research Review Board

Kathryn E. Kressin, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC

Coleen W. Rosen, DNP, FNP-BC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, Marquette University; MSN, DNP, Concordia University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: FNP-BC
Professional organizational memberships: SPU, AUA, PUNS, AANP
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Ambulatory Executive Committee; PDC – peer to peer review; REACH mentor
Community involvement: Clinical preceptor for graduate nursing students; Resource/collaborator for Urology to CMG practices and community medical staff
Local presentations:
Rosen, C. (2015, February) Pediatric urology overview. UWM-School of Nursing, undergraduate students, Milwaukee, WI.
Rosen, C. (2015, April) Pediatric urology: the fun subspecialty. Concordia University, Family Nurse Practitioner students, Mequon, WI

Heidi H. Vanderpool, MSN, CPNP-PC, APNP

Degrees: BSN, MSN, Marquette University
Licenses: RN; APNP; DEA
Certifications: CPNP-PC
Professional organizational membership: PUNS
CHW/CSG/MCW council and committee membership: Patient & Family Ed
Local presentations:
Vanderpool, H. (2015, April) *UTIs and voiding dysfunction in the pediatric population.* UW-Milwaukee FNP students, Milwaukee, WI

Rebekah L. Barrette, MS, RN, CNS, WCC-BC

Degrees: BSN, Carroll University; MSN, UW-Milwaukee
Licenses: RN
Certifications: WCC-BC
Professional organizational memberships: WIACNS
CHW/CSG /MCW council and committee membership: Pressure Ulcer Prevention Team – co-lead; SPS PIVIE HAC workgroup; HAC Leaders team; Clinical Education Operations Council; Wound/Skin Taskforce – co-lead
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<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seidl, Kathryn</td>
<td>Special Needs Program</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpe, Carey</td>
<td>Critical Care</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherburne, Eileen</td>
<td>Spina Bifida Program</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siedenburg, Sara</td>
<td>Children’s Medical Group</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirovina, Erin</td>
<td>Special Needs Program</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorge, Susan</td>
<td>Unit/Population Based</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spahr, Jodi</td>
<td>Children’s Medical Group</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy, Helene</td>
<td>Palliative Care</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelter, Ashley</td>
<td>Unit Based/Population Based</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stendahl, Gail</td>
<td>Herma Heart Center</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stojadinovic, Bonnie</td>
<td>Critical Care</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoner, Kaylan</td>
<td>Jane B. Petit Pain &amp; Headache Center</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbert, Leslie</td>
<td>Critical Care</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanem, Jena</td>
<td>Herma Heart Center</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teed, Megan</td>
<td>Special Needs Program</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalacker, Christa</td>
<td>Orthopedics &amp; Sports Medicine</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thew, Margaret</td>
<td>Preoperative Evaluation Clinic</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillman, Katy</td>
<td>Herma Heart Center</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totka, Joan</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trampe, Michelle</td>
<td>Otolaryngology</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutaj, Glory</td>
<td>Children’s Medical Group</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutaj, Lauren</td>
<td>Unit/Population Based</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderpool, Heidi</td>
<td>Urology</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vukovich, Melissa</td>
<td>Children’s Medical Group</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walczak, Judy</td>
<td>Child Advocacy &amp; Protection Service</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wantz, Rachel</td>
<td>Orthopedics &amp; Sports Medicine</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wawrzyniak, Sarah</td>
<td>Emergency Department/Trauma Center</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Herma Heart Center</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendt, Cheryl</td>
<td>Children’s Medical Group</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werner, Rhonda</td>
<td>Neurolosciences Center</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiesen, Mary</td>
<td>Otolaryngology</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yates, Jennifer</td>
<td>Child Advocacy &amp; Protection Service</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamzow, Tiffany</td>
<td>Neonatology</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziebert, Carolyn</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmerman, Kim</td>
<td>Unit/Population Based</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zlochta, Jane</td>
<td>Emergency Department/Trauma Center</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION GLOSSARY**

**AAAI** - American Allergy, Asthma and Immunology  
**AACCN** - American Association of Critical Care Nurses  
**AADE** - American Association of Diabetes Educators  
**AAP** - American Academy of Pediatrics  
**AAP/Section on Foster Care**  
**AASLD** - American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases  
**AANP** - American Association of Nurse Practitioners  
**ACAAI** – American College of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology  
**ACHA** – Adult Congenital Heart Association
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACHDA</td>
<td>Adult Congenital Heart Disease Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>American College of Cardiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>American College of Rheumatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>American Diabetes Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>American Epilepsy Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFNP</td>
<td>Association of Faculties of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA</td>
<td>American Heart Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSAC</td>
<td>American Professional Society on the Abuse of Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSNA</td>
<td>Pediatric Surgical Nurse’s Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA</td>
<td>American Lung Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>American Nurses Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Academy of Neonatal Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNA</td>
<td>American Nephrology Nurse’s Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANPD</td>
<td>Association for Nursing Professional Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOCNS</td>
<td>Advanced Oncology Clinical Nurse Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AORN</td>
<td>Association of periOperative Registered Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APGNN</td>
<td>Association of Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSAC</td>
<td>American Professional Society on the Abuse of Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARN</td>
<td>Association of Rehabilitation Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBMT</td>
<td>American Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPAN</td>
<td>American Society of PeriAnesthesia Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPEN</td>
<td>American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPN</td>
<td>American Society for Pediatric Nephrology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>American Society of Transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUA</td>
<td>American Urological Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANS</td>
<td>Council for the Advancement of Nursing Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARRA</td>
<td>The Childhood Arthritis and Rheumatology Research Alliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCM</td>
<td>Commission for Certified Case Managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA</td>
<td>Children’s Hospital Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Clinical Immunology Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COG</td>
<td>Clinical Oncology Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBMH SIG</td>
<td>Developmental Behavior and Mental health Special Interest group of NAPNAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENS</td>
<td>Endocrine Nurse’s Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Fight Asthma Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAC</td>
<td>Greater Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCEA</td>
<td>Healthcare Convention and Exhibitor’s Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPGM</td>
<td>Hispanic Professionals of Greater Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRS</td>
<td>Heart Rhythm Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFNA</td>
<td>International Family Nurse’s Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Infusion Nurse’s Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTA</td>
<td>International Pediatric Transplant Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMANA</td>
<td>Islamic Medical Association of North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISHLT</td>
<td>the International Society for Heart Lung Transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITNS</td>
<td>International Transplant Nurse Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMNP</td>
<td>Metropolitan Milwaukee Nurse Practitioner’s Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNRS</td>
<td>Midwest Nurse Research Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPCS</td>
<td>Malaysian Paediatric Cardiac Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MWPCS – Midwest Pediatric Cardiology Society
NANN- National Association of Neonatal Natal Nurses
NANNP: National Association of Neonatal Natal Nurse Practitioners
NAPNAP: National Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners.
NASPAG- North American Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Gynecology
NATCO - The Organization of Transplant Professionals
NBNS – National Black Nurse’s Society
NEWADE - Northeast Wisconsin Association of Diabetes Educators
NMFCC - National Marfan Foundation Clinical Council,
NONPF - The National Organization of Nurse Practitioner Faculties
ONCC – Oncology Nurse Certification Corporation
ONS – Oncology Nurse Society
PBMTC- Pediatric Blood & Marrow Transplant Consortium
PENS - Pediatric Endocrinology Nursing Society
PHA - Pulmonary Hypertension Association
PHPN-Pulmonary Hypertension Professional Network
PHTS - Pediatric Heart Transplant Study
POPS - Pediatric Orthopaedic Practitioner Society
PTS – Pediatric Trauma Society
SBA – Spina Bifida Association
STN – Society of Trauma Nurses
STTI - Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society
SCCM -Society of Critical Care Medicine
SENTAC – The Society for Ear, Nose and Throat Advances in Children
SOHN – Society of Otolaryngology Head-Neck Nurses
SPCN - Society of Pediatric Cardiovascular Nurses
SPN - Society of Pediatric Nurses
SPU – Society for Pediatric Urology
SWANN – Southern Wisconsin Association of Neonatal Nurses
WAC – Wisconsin Asthma Coalition
WAFS – Wisconsin Alliance for Fire Safety
WAPNAP – Wisconsin Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners.
WNA – Wisconsin Nurse’s Association
WISPAN - Wisconsin Society of PeriAnesthesia Nurses
WITNS – Wisconsin Chapter - International Transplant Nurse Society
WPSAC - Wisconsin Professional Society on the Abuse of Children